WHAT IS PIVOT?

There’s a growing demand for researchers to quickly discover the right funding opportunities and effectively collaborate with their colleagues. It’s important to meet this demand but also streamline workflow processes. Pivot™ accelerates the research process by integrating funding and collaborator discovery into one powerful tool. Beyond connecting researchers to funding opportunities and collaborators, Pivot users are also able to share and communicate these matches with their colleagues.

WHY USE PIVOT?

For Universities, Pivot:

*Provides global and local connections*

- Pivot provides global and local connections that strengthen research by exploring new avenues for funding and collaboration.

*Accelerates the research process*

- Pivot integrates global funding and collaborator discovery into one powerful communication and workflow tool.

*Enables research visibility at your university*

- Pivot manages the increasingly complex world of researcher profile data.

For Research Administrators, Pivot:

*Supports a proactive approach to research administration*

- Pivot allows you to create a funding strategy, see deadlines, and plan accordingly.

*Is intuitive and easy to implement*

- Pivot is a technology that will help increase efficiency in your research office. There is no installation and no maintenance upgrades to make, the technology is accessible via the internet.

*Provides multiple funding sources at your fingertips*

- The Pivot editorial team goes beyond the well-known government funding agencies to gather and organize funding from international sources covering all disciplines and a wide assortment of activities from research to curriculum development and much more.

For Researchers, Pivot:

*Integrates funding and collaboration in one tool*

- Pivot integrates funding and collaborator discovery into one powerful tool so researchers can effectively collaborate with their colleagues, as well as quickly discover the right funding opportunities.

*Quickly gets users on-boarded and using the tool*

- Without much training, users can quickly get started, receiving funding recommendations and finding potential collaborators immediately.

*Allows discovery of new funding sources*

- Users can create searches tailored to their specific needs and receive weekly alerts. In addition, Pivot’s Funding Advisor will recommend funding that can reveal new, unknown sponsors and funding opportunities.

*Enables the sharing, communicating, and collaboration around funding*

- Pivot users are also able to share and communicate funding and collaboration matches with their colleagues.
FEATURES
In addition to the benefits Pivot provides—not only faculty and administrators but the university as a whole—this unique tool provides many features as constant enhancements are made in order to improve the user experience and provide return on investment to the university.

- Create Saved searches and receive weekly alerts—spend 15 minutes and begin receiving alerts on new matching funding
- Claim and manage your profile to receive funding recommendations from the Pivot Advisor and discover new sources of funding
- Share funding with colleagues—even if they are outside your institution
- Pivot includes many special features to support research administrators such as:
  » Create and control the Pivot Admin accounts and features assigned to each account.
  » Create Curated lists for highly focused, easily maintained lists of funding on specific topics.
  » Customization features that allow Pivot Admins to add internal deadlines and notes to funding opportunities and alert your users with your own announcements within Pivot.

CONTENT HIGHLIGHTS
This solution offers faculty and researchers access to the following content:

- 28,000 funding opportunities with new opportunities and updates added daily.
- International coverage spanning US, UK, Europe, Latin America, Australia/New Zealand, and more.
- A wide variety of funding opportunities that cover activities from research to travel awards—from government, institutions, foundations, and corporate sponsors.
- Profiles created modeling the institution’s structure, enhancing navigation and identification of researchers within or outside your institution.
- Over 3 million researcher profiles editorially created and enriched through our proprietary author disambiguation algorithm, linking publications and funded grants to profiles.

FOR A DEMO OF PIVOT, OR OTHER INFORMATION ON THIS INVALUABLE TOOL, VISIT WWW.PROQUEST.COM/GO/PIVOT.